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Abstract
This article concerns “blackbox optimization” algorithms in which one
iterates the following procedure: Choose a value x ∈ X, getting statistical
information about an associated value G(x), then use the set of all pairs
{(x, G(x))} found so far to choose a next x value at which to sample G, the
goal being to find x’s with as small G(x) as possible, and to do so as fast as
possible. Examples of conventional blackbox optimization algorithms are
genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, etc. These conventional algorithms
work directly with values x, stochastically mapping the set {(x, G(x))} to the
next x. The distribution over new x’s that gets sampled is never explicitly
optimized. In contrast, in the Probability Collectives (PC) approach, one
explicitly uses the set {(x, G(x))} to optimize the probability distribution over
x that will be sampled. This article reviews some of the work that has been
done on Probability Collectives, in particular presenting some of the many
experiments that have demonstrated its power.
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Introduction

1.1

Intuition behind Probability Collectives

This article concerns “blackbox optimization” algorithms. In these algorithms
one iterates a process of choosing a value x ∈ X, getting statistical information
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about an associated value G(x), and then using all pairs {(x, G(x))} found so far to
choose a next x value at which to sample G. The goal is to find x’s with as small
G(x) as possible. In most the versions of the blackbox optimization problem we
consider here, at no point in this iterative process does one have any knowledge
concerning G beyond the set of sample pairs found so far. We also presume that it
is evaluations G(x) that are most expensive, and so treat any “off-line” processing
that determines the next x at which to evaluate G(x) as cost-free.
Conventional approaches to blackbox optimization work directly with values
x, in that they specify a map K from any set of pairs {(x, G(x))} to a next sample x.
In the “Probability Collectives” (PC) approach, one instead works with probability
distributions over x, in that one specifies a map κ from any set of pairs {(x, G(x))}
to a next distribution over X, q(x), which gets sampled to form a next x.1 In
conventional approaches to blackbox optimization one tries to design K so that
after iterating it one is likely to produce x’s with small values of G(x). In PC one
instead tries to design κ so that after iterating it one is likely to produce q(x)’s
that are peaked about small values of G(x). There are many ways
R to formalize
this goal, e.g., as finding the q that minimizes the expected value dx G(x)q(x).
Indeed, the optimal q is one whose support is restricted to the minimizers of G(x),
so that sampling those q’s will give x’s that minimize G(x).
There are many advantages to working with distributions over X, as in PC,
rather than working with x values directly. For example, many PC algorithms do
not need to be modified even if one changes the type of the space X, so long as
X has some very general characteristics (e.g., is finite). This is because whatever
the type of X, a probability distribution over X — which is what the PC algorithm works on — is the same kind of object, namely a vector of real numbers.
Indeed,
PC’s goal of iteratively modifing the distribution q to find low values of
R
dx G(x)q(x) amounts to iteratively modifying a real-valued vector q to minimize
a real-valued function of that vector. This is exactly what is done in optimization
schemes like gradient descent or Newton’s method. Accordingly PC can leverage
the power of such schemes. In particular, we can do this even if X is a categorical, finite space. So by using PC, “gradient descent for categorical variables” is
perfectly well-defined.
Another advantage is that often the q produced in a PC-based approach will be
tightly peaked in certain dimensions, while being broad in other dimensions. This
provides sensitivity information concerning the relative importance to solving the
optimization problem of getting the values of those dimensions precisely correct.
Another advantage we get by optimizing q is that we can initialize it to a set of
1

Throughout this paper, the measure over X is implicit, and we will loosely use terms like
“probability distribution” even if X is uncountable and we should really refer to “probability density functions”. Similar we will typically refer to “integrals” even when there is a point mass
measure, so that we should really refer to “sums”.
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broad peaks each centered on a solution xi produced by some other optimization
algorithm. Then as that initial q gets updated, the set of solutions provided by
those other optimization algorithms are in essence combined, to produce a solution that should be superior to any of them individually.

1.2

Delayed and Immediate Sampling PC

There are two basic types of PC that have been explored to date, delayed sampling and immediate sampling. Historically, delayed sampling PC was investigated first. It was originally motivated by restricting q to product distributions,
Rand casting the goal of the PC algorithm as finding such a q that minimizes
dx G(x)q(x). For this setup one can derive simple algebraic formulas for how
q should be updated from one iteration to the next, if one knew certain expectation values perfectly. Since in practice one doesn’t know those expectation values
perfectly, as a final step in the derivation of the update rule one has to introduce
Monte Carlo (MC) techniques. (The name derives from the fact that the MC arises
after the algebraic manipulations.)
Using product distributions has the advantage that it lends itself to parallel
implementation (the separate component distributions of the product can be allocated to the separate parallel systems). That makes is particularly well-suited
to distributed control applications. However product distributions have the disadvantage that they sometimes result in slow convergence of the associated PC
algorithm, e.g., when the value that is best for one component of x depends critically on the value for another component of x. Although there are some tricks
for circumventing this problem (e.g., the “semi-coordinate transformations” described in [1]), it is often advantageous to avoid the problem entirely and use
distributions that are not product distributions.
Allowing such arbitrary classes of probability distributions is the primary motivation for immediate sampling PC. We write the goal of immediate sampling PC
as finding the parameter θ that minimizes an integral transform
Z
FG (qθ ) ,
dxdg P(g | x, G )F(g, qθ (x))
(1)
for a distribution qθ in some class of θ-parameterized distributions. To motivate
this notation, let G specify a “blackbox oracle” that stochastically returns real
values g in response to any input x. Also take F(g, qθ (x)) = gqθ (x). Then FG (qθ ) is
the average value of g(x), evaluated under the x-distribution qθ (x), with the g value
at x given stochastically by P(g | x, G ). In particular, if P(g | x, G ) = δ(g, G(x))
for some function G (i.e., if g is a deterministic function of x), and θ runs over
the space of product distributions, then F(g, qθ (x)) is just the quantity we wish
3

to minimize in delayed sampling PC. However the notation (and techniques) of
immediate sampling PC applies more broadly.
In immediate sampling PC we use MC techniques “immediately”, to estimate
FG (qθ ) from the given set of samples for all values of θ. We then use powerful techniques from machine learning to choose among the possible θ’s based on
those associated estimates. The algebraic manipulations used in delayed sampling
before any MC estimation is done are absent in immediate sampling, since those
manipulations are only possible for the special case where qθ is the set of all product distributions.

1.3

Relevant literature and roadmap of this paper

In [2] can be found pedagogical examples where there are closed-form solutions
for the q produced by an elementary delayed sampling PC optimization algorithm.
Also presented there is a proof that in the infinitesimal limit, many techniques for
updating q become identical; these techniques all become a variant of Evolutionary Game theory’s replicator dynamics in that limit. See [3] for an explicit formulation of how to apply delayed sampling PC to scenarios where the underlying
variable is the trajectory of a multi-dimensional variable through time, i.e., to a
policy-optimization scenario. Related connections between game theory, statistical physics, information theory, and PC are discussed in [4].
See [5, 6, 7, 8, 3, 9, 10, 11] for other work on delayed sampling PC, including
both software and hardware experiments, for both optimization and control. In
particular, see [12, 2, 3] for work showing, respectively, how to use delayed sampling PC to improve Metropolis-Hastings sampling, how to relate delayed sampling PC to the mechanism design work in [13, 14, 15, 16], and how to extend it
to continuous move spaces and time-extended strategies.
See [17] for discussion of the relation of delayed sampling PC to other probabilitybased approaches to optimization and control, including [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23,
24]. See [25, 14] for earlier, less formal work related to delayed sampling PC.
Finally, see [1] for an overview of delayed sampling PC, and for many extensions of the basic delayed sampling PC algorithms, including extensions for the
case where we have constraints on X, and extensions that overcome the restrictions imposed by product distributions, while still retaining the distributed nature
of the algorithm.
Since immediate sampling is a more recent body of techniques, fewer papers
have been produced so far on it. See [26, 27, 28, 29].
In Sec. 2 we present a quick summary of the theory of delayed sampling PC.
Sec. 3 then presents some implementation details and experiments. In Sec. 4 we
present a quick summary of the theory of immediate sampling PC. Sec. 5 then
presents some implementation details and experiments.
4

2
2.1

Delayed Sampling Theory
The Maxent Lagrangian

Say we are given the following problem:
(P3): Find
Z
min{qi }

dx G(x)

Y

qi (xi )

i

Z such that
dxi qi (xi ) = 1 ∀i
qi (xi ) ≥ 0 ∀i, xi
where each qi is a single-dimensional real variable, which we will sometimes refer
to as the “move” or “choice” of “agent i”.
In conventional continuous optimization one standard way to solve (P3) is by
replacing the inequality constraints with barrier functions φi : R → R each of
which is nowhere negative and which is also infinite for negative values of its
argument [30] . This replaces the inequality constrained problem (P3) with the
following problem having no inequality constraints:
(P1): Find
min{qi }

Z


dx G(x)

Y

qi (xi ) +

i

N Z
X


dxi µ(i, xi )φi (qi (xi ))

i=1

Z such that
dxi qi (xi ) = 1 ∀i
where the non-negative real values µ(i, xi ) are the barrier parameters. Due to the
nature of the barrier functions, we know that the solution to (P1) must obey the
inequality constraints for any allowed values of the barrier parameters. Enforcing
the equality constraints of (P1) as well guarantees that out q meets all of our
constraints, i.e., is feasible.
Typically with barrier function methods one solves a sequenced of optimization problems, each of which has fixed barrier parameters. Each such problem
starts with the q produced by the solution to the preceding problem. The difference
between two successive problems is that the barrier parameter has been slightly
reduced. As such an annealing progresses the barrier parameters disappear and
(P1) becomes (P3), i.e., our final q is both feasible and (at least locally) solves the
5

minimization over q of problem (P3). For convex objective functions, this process
has certain guarantees of converging to the global optimum of (P3). (Note though
that our objective function, Eq (G), is not a convex functionR of the components of
Q
q; due to the fact that q is a product distribution, Eq (G) = dx i qi (xi )G(x) is a
multinomial function of q.)
One common choice of barrier function is φ(y) = yln(y) for y > 0, φ(y) = ∞
otherwise.2 Say we also take µ(i, xi ) to be independent of xi , so we can write it
as the vector with components {T i }. For this case, when q is normalized (i.e., satisfies the equality constraints), the operand of the min operator becomes Eq (G) −
P
i T i S (qi ), where S (q) is the Shannon entropy of qi . If T i is independent of i,
this difference becomes Eq (G) − T S (q). This expression is called the free energy
in statistical physics, if we identify G with the “Hamiltonian” of the system and
T with its “temperature”. It is also the Kullbach-Leibler distance from q to the
Boltzmann distribution p(x) ∝ exp(−G(x)/T ), up to an irrelevant q-independent
additive constant.3 See [8] for a discussion of the shape of the function taking q
to qp KL distance for product distributions q.
Continuing with our choice of entropic barrier function, we can solve (P1) via
Lagrange parameters in the usual way, getting the Lagrangian
X
X Z
L (q, T~ ) = Eq (G) −
T i S (qi ) +
λi [ dxi qi (xi ) − 1]
(2)
i

i

with the obvious extension of the definition of E and S to all of the space of realvalued possible functions over x. For simplicity from now on we will take all
the T i to be the same. In this case we refer to the expression in Eq. 2, as the
Maxent Lagrangian, since it can also be justified using the Maximum entropy
principle of information theory [4]. It is just the free energy plus the dot product
of the Lagrange parameter vector with the equality constraint functions. (Many
other Lagrangians have also been explored; see some of the literature mentioned
above.)

2.2

The gradient of the free energy

Say that T is fixed. In that case the entropy term in the free energy is globally
convex in the remaining free variable, q. The Eq (G) term in the free energy would
Formally, for φ to be a barrier function, we must add a constant large enough so that φ is
nowhere negative, but such a constant is irrelevant for our purposes.
3
Recall that the Kullbach-Leibler
distance from an arbitrary distribution q(x) to an arbitrary
R
distribution p(x) is − dx q(x)ln[p(x)/q(x)]. We will sometimes call this the qp KL distance, to
distinguish it from the pq KL distance which is the Kullbach Leibler distance from p to q. These
two distances are also sometimes called the “M-projection” and the “I projection”, respectively, in
the literature. In general, KL distance between two distributions is non-negative, and equals 0 iff
those distributions are identical. See [31, 32, 33].
2
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also be convex, if we had only a single agent (in that case Eq (G) would be linear in
q.) Accordingly, the free energy would be convex over Q, the space of all product
distributions over X. That is also true of the equality constraints, no matter how
many agents we have. So the full Maxent Lagrangian would be convex if we had
only a single agent, and the usual associated guarantees about duality gaps, saddle
point solutions, etc., would apply. However for multiple agents Eq (G) is not linear
in q, and we do not have those convexity guarantees.
For this more general case, the simplest thing to do is an iterative descent of
the free energy over Q, where at every iteration we step in the direction within Q
that, to first order, maximizes the drop in free energy. Since the step is restricted
to lie within Q, the equality constraints of the Maxent Lagrangian are obeyed
automatically. Expanding, to first order the step that maximizes the drop in L is
given by (-1 times)
∇q L (q) − η(q)
(3)
where the η(q) term is chosen to ensure that we stay on Q .4 To evaluate the
qi (xi ) component of the gradient (one such component for every agent i and every
possible move xi by that agent) we write
[∇q L (q)]qi (xi ) =

∂L
= Eq−i(G | xi ) + T ln[qi (xi )]
∂qi (xi )

where
Eq−i(G | xi ) =

Z

dx−i q−i (x−i )G(xi , x−i )

(4)

(5)

Q
with x−i , [x1 , · · · , xi−1 , xi+1 , · · · , xn ] and q−i (x−i ) , nj=1| j,i q j (x j ).
For finite move spaces, the qi (xi ) component of η(q) is independent of xi , and
given by
Z
1
[η(q)]i ,
dxi0 [∇q L (q)]qi (xi0 )
(6)
|Xi |
R
where |Xi | is the number of possible moves xi , i.e., this choice ensures that dxi qi (xi ) =
1 after the gradient update to the values qi (xi ).

2.3

Monte Carlo-based gradient descent and shrink-wrapping

Eq. 3 gives the (negative of the) change that each agent should make to its distribution to have them jointly implement a step in steepest descent of the Maxent Lagrangian. These updates are completely distributed, in the sense that each agent’s
update at time t is independent of any other agents’ update at that time. Typically
at any t each agent i knows qi (t) exactly, and therefore knows ln[qi ( j)]. However
4

N.b., we do not project onto Q but rather add a vector to get back to it. See [8].
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often it will not know G and/or the q−i . In such cases it will not be able to evaluate
the E(G | xi = j) terms in Eq. 3 in closed form.
One way to circumvent this problem is to have those expectation values be
simultaneously estimated by all agents by repeated Monte Carlo sampling of q
to produce a set of (x, G(x)) pairs. Those pairs can then be used by each agent
i to estimate the values E(G | xi = j), and therefore how it should update its
distribution. In the simplest version of this scheme such an update to q only occurs
once every L time-steps. Note that only one set of Monte Carlo samples is needed
for all players to determine how to update their mixed strategy, no matter how
many players there are.
In this simple Monte Carlo scheme only the samples (x, G(x)) formed within
a block of L successive time-steps are used at the end of that block by the agents
to update their distributions (according to Eq. 3). More sophisticated approaches
modify the G values returned by the Monte Carlo on a player-by-player basis, etc.
[34, 3].
In addition, in general it may be that some agent i has no sample for the value
xi . Some approaches to address this are presented below. These approaches are
fairly elaborate, being explicitly designed to be able to work for uncountable Xi .
They are based on “just in time” evaluation of how to update the probability of a
move, together with interpolation to estimate quantities like E(G | xi ).
There are a set of simpler approaches, similar to Levenberg-Marquardt descent, that are particularly appropriate for finite Xi . These approaches are known
as shrink-wrapping. We present them here in a slightly more general context
than that of minimizing the free energy.

2.4

Brouwer updating

It is possible to write down, explicitly, the q that forms the fixed point of gradient
descent of the free energy. Setting ∇˜ q L (q) to zero in Eq. 4 gives the solution


qi (xi ) ∝ exp −Eq−i(G | xi )/T
(7)
This is a set of coupled nonlinear equations for the vectors {qi }. Brouwer’s fixed
point theorem guarantees the solution of Eq. 7 exists for any G [4, 34]. Hence we
call update rules based on this equation Brouwer updating. Note that just like
gradient-descent, Brouwer updating also involves the expression E(G | xi ). Accordingly, when that term cannot be evaluated in closed form, it can be estimated
using Monte Carlo techniques, just like in gradient-descent.
In serial Brouwer updating, one agent at a time updates its distribution, jumping to the optimal distribution given by Eq. 7. The order in which the agents
update their distributions can be pre-fixed or random. The order can also be dynamically determined in a greedy manner, by choosing which agent to update
8

based on what associated drop in the Maxent Lagrangian would ensue [34, 2, 9].
(These various ordering schemes are similar to the those used in the majorization
and block relaxation techniques in optimization statistics.) Aside from potential
effects from Monte Carlo estimation error, each step of serial Brouwer updating
is guaranteed not to increase the associated (Maxent) Lagrangian.
In parallel Brouwer updating, this updating procedure is followed simultaneously by all agents. Accordingly, when Monte Carlo sampling is used, parallel
Brouwer updating can be viewed as a type of learning in games (see [20, 35, 36]).
Now in general, when any q j changes, for every i , j, what distribution qi minimizes i’s Lagrangian will change, in accord with Eq. 7. This suggests that a step
of parallel Brouwer updating may “thrash”, and have each agent change in a way
that confounds the other agents’ changes. (See [20, 36] and references therein
for analysis of related issues in ficticious play.) In such a case the update may not
actually decrease the associated (Maxent) Lagrangian, unlike with serial Brouwer.
There are many possible ways of addressing this problem. One is to mix
parallel and serial Brouwer updating, so that only subsets of the agents perform
parallel updates at any given time. These can be viewed as management hierarchies, akin to those in human organizations. Often such hierarchies can also be
determined dynamically, during the updating process. Other ways to address the
potential thrashing problem with parallel Brouwer have each agent i not use the
current value Eqt−i(G|xi ) alone to update qti (xi ), but rather use a weighted average
of all values Eqt0 (G|xi ) for t0 ≤ t, with the weights shrinking the further into the
−i
past one goes. This introduces an inertia effect which helps to stabilize the updating. (Indeed, in the continuum-time limit, this weighting becomes the replicator
dynamics [2].)
A similar idea is to have agent i use the current Eqt−i(G|xi ) alone, but have it
only move part of the way the parallel Brouwer update recommends. Whether
one moves all the way or only part-way, what agent i is interested in is what
distribution will be optimal for i for the next distributions of the other agents.
Accordingly, it makes sense to have agent i predict, using standard time-series
tools, what those future distributions will be. This amounts to predicting what the
next vector of values of Eqt−i(G|xi ) will be, based on seeing how that vector has
evolved in the recent past. See [20] for related ideas.

2.5

Nearest Newton

Care must be taken when using second order methods to descend the Maxent
Lagrangian. One approach starts by making a quadratic approximation (over the
space of all distributions p, not just all product distributions q) to the Lagrangian,
L (p) based on the current point pt . Newton’s method then specifies a pt+1 that
minimizes that quadratic approximation. We can then find the product distribution
9

that is nearest (in pq KL distance) to pt+1 and move to that product distribution.
The resultant update rule for the Maxent Lagrangian is called Nearest Newton
descent [8]:
qt+1
i ( j)
= 1 − S (qti ) − ln(qti ( j))
qti ( j)
− β[Eqt (G | xi = j) − Eqt (G)]

(8)

where qt is the current (assumed to be product) distribution. The conditional expectations in Nearest Newton are the same as those in gradient descent. Accordingly, they too can be estimated via Monte Carlo sampling, if need be.
In [2] it is shown that in the continuum time limit, Nearest Newton updating for modifying the probability distribution of any particular agent becomes a
variant of replicator dynamics (with the different strategies of replicator dynamics
identified with the different possible moves of the agent performing the Nearest
Newton update). That paper also shows that that when the terms in that continuum limit version of Nearest Newton are Monte-Carlo estimated, Nearest Newton
becomes a version of ficticious play. More precisely, it becomes identical to a
“data-aged” continuum time limit of parallel Brouwer updating. The stepsize of
the Nearest Newton procedure is identical to the constant in the exponent of the
data-aging.

2.6

Private Utilities

Performing the updates given above involves a separate conditional expected utility for each agent. Since accurate estimates usually require extensive sampling,
the world utility G occurring in each agent i’s update rule can be replaced with a
private utility gi chosen to ensure that the Monte Carlo estimation of E(gi |xi ) has
both low bias, with respect to estimating E(G|xi ), and low variance [37]. Bias represents the alignment between the private utility and world utility. With zero bias,
updates that reduce the private utility are guaranteed also to reduce the world utility. It is also desirable for an agent to distinguish its contribution from that of the
other agents: variance measures this sensitivity. With low variance, the agents can
perform the individual optimizations accurately without a large number of MonteCarlo samples. The earlier COIN research explored the general concept of private
utilities [38], providing several useful types. PC theory formalizes many of these
concepts and provides a framework for developing problem specific utilities.
Two private utilities are typically used with the solution method: Team Game
(TG) and Wonderful Life Utility (WLU). These utilities are defined as:
gTGi (xi , x(i) ) = G(xi , x(i) )
10

gWLUi (xi , x(i) ) = G(xi , x(i) ) − G(CLi , x(i) ).
For TG, the private utility is simply the world utility. For WLU, the private utility
is the world utility minus the world utility with the agent action “clamped” to the
value CLi . The choice of clamping value can strongly affect the performance [38],
although clamping to the lowest probability action has been shown to be minimum
variance [4]. Both of these utilities have zero bias. However, due to the subtracted
term, WLU has much lower variance than TG. Other private utilities have also
been explored. In particular, the Aristocrat Utility (AU) has been shown to be
superior to WLU [12], but is often difficult to evaluate.
Often however, there is some known structure to the objective or constraint
functions that can be exploited with a private utility. One example is one of
the canonical problems in computer science, the k-Sat satisfiability problem [39].
Other examples are problems with objective functions that are the sum of multiple contributions. A problem with this type of structure is considered later in this
work.

3

Delayed Sampling Experiments

3.1

Basic Solution Algorithm

The basic optimization algorithm consists of three major components, all of which
can be performed in a distributed manner: Monte-Carlo sampling to obtain agent
actions given their probability distributions, private utility evaluation for the agents
for each joint sample, and update of the probability distributions. The latter step
includes the regression to obtain the expected utility for each agent across its actions.
More precisely, the general algorithm proceeds as follows (detailed description of some of these steps are presented in the following subsections):
1. Initialize.
(a) Set the parameters: temperature T , probability update step size α, and
data aging rate γ. For constrained problems set the Lagrange multiplier step size η.
(b) Assign the annealing schedule for T as a function of iteration number.
(c) Specify the number of Monte-Carlo samples m for each iteration.
(d) Assign agents to the variables in the problem, with their actions representing choices for values. Set the starting probabilities for each agent
to uniform over its possible actions.
11

(e) Set the termination criteria. A number of possibilities exist, including:
the number of iterations or convergence of the probabilities, objective
values, or actions.
2. Minimize the Lagrangian.
(a) Monte-Carlo sample the agent probabilities to obtain m IID (identically
and independently distributed) joint actions.
(b) For each sample,
• Evaluate the objective function.
• For each agent, compute the private utility.
(c) Estimate the move-conditioned expected utilities for the agents for each
of their possible moves using a regression. (An illustration is given
below)
(d) Update the probability distributions of each agent using these estimates
according to Brouwer updating or Nearest Newton. (We ensure nonnegative probabilities by setting all values that are smaller than 10−6
to 10−6 and then re-normalizing.
(f) Update the parameters of the product distributions. Implement the assigned annealing schedule for T to update T . For continuous problems, update the regression window width τ.
(g) Evaluate the termination criteria. If not satisfied, return to step 2(a),
otherwise proceed to 3.
3. Final Evaluation.
(a) Determine the highest probability action for each agent.
(b) Evaluate the objective function with this set of actions.
3.1.1

Modifications for Continuous Variables

Many of the basic elements are easily extended to the continuous domain, such as
the Monte-Carlo sampling, the use of private utilities, and the basic solution algorithm. Two aspects of the solution algorithm must, however, be modified. First,
the integrals of the Maxent Lagrangian are approximated using a representation
for the probability density across the domain of the continuous variable. Appropriate choice of the representation maintains the favorable properties of the update
rules. Several possible representations have been considered [40].
The preferred approach is to represent the magnitudes at equally spaced locations across the variable domain using a trapezoidal approximation. Second,
12

since the sampling occurs for only a scattering of points across the range of the
variables, a regression is necessary. In the current work, a simple regression based
upon exponentially weighted averaging across the sampled values is used. The
specific formulation is described in detail in Section 3.1.3.
3.1.2

Data Aging

A useful technique in the Monte-Carlo sampling is to allow previous samples to
be re-used. This is accomplished by first “aging” the older data to reflect the fact
that it was formed under a different q. For the discrete problems this is simple
averaging with data aging controlled by the parameter γ. One can replace the
empirical average for the most recent block k by
E(gi |xi = j) =
P
m

Ni(k)
j
D(k)
ij

=

gi (xi = j, x(i) )δ(xi = j) + γNi(k−1)
j
,
P
(k−1)
m δ(xi = j) + γDi j

where δ(xi = j) equals 1 when xi = j and 0 otherwise and m is the number of
Monte-Carlo samples in the block. To accomplish this requires storage of the
matrices Ni j and Di j , which have dimensions number of agents by number of
moves. The resulting matrix of estimated expectations has these same dimensions.
Aging typically allows the number of samples per block m to be reduced,
improving the performance of the minimization. For small m though, the most
recent block may have no samples of some move xi = j. This is only a concern if
the move has not yet been sampled because Di j would be undefined. One way to
avoid this issue is to force the sampling of each move at the initial iteration. Care
must be taken during the forced sampling to have the x(i) formed by sampling q(i) .
Another alternative is to average over just those k for which Gi, j (k) exists.
3.1.3

Regressions

For the discrete case, as just discussed, the regression for each agent consists of
averaging the utility values observed for each of its actions. Data aging can then
be applied to re-use information from previous samples. In the case of continuous
variables, however, the sampling occurs at only a scattering of points across the
range of the variables. As a result, a more complex regression is necessary.
Given m sample pairs at iteration k, {xkj , gk (x j k )}, j = 1..m, the regression provides estimates of E[g|xi ] for the xi that are the locations parameterizing the distribution. In the current work, a simple regression based on exponentially weighted
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averaging across the sampled values is used. The regression is given by,
P k k
k 2
2
Nik
m g (x j )exp[−(xi − x j ) /(2τ )]
k
.
E[g |xi ] = k =
P
k 2
2
Di
m exp[−(xi − x j ) /(2τ )]

(9)

This formulation still allows data aging to be easily incorporated,
E[gk |xi ] =

Nik + γNik−1
Dki + γDk−1
i

,

(10)

with the parameter γ setting the aging rate.
One refinement to Eqn. 9 is to adapt the parameter τ automatically as the
optimization proceeds. Since each agent i knows the probability distribution qi (xi )
from which its xi are drawn, it is natural to set the regression window based upon
some measure associated with the distribution. For the current work, the following
procedure is applied to each of the variables:
• Given the number of samples m, determine their expected locations. To do
this invert the cumulative probability density function at m evenly spaced
intervals. To accomplish this, use the same subroutine that generates the
Monte-Carlo samples.
• Determine the median spacing between adjacent expected locations.
• Set the value of τ as
τ = W0 m ∆x,

(11)

where ∆x is the median spacing and W0 is a scalar multiple, typically set to
0.2. This value proved appropriate for all the problems studied during this
work. For problems involving higher numbers of variables, however, the
parameter may need to be modified.
3.1.4

Annealing

The procedure for updating the temperature, referred to as the annealing schedule,
plays an important role in the efficiency and reliability of the approach. If the
temperature is reduced too quickly, the approach is more likely to find a local
minimum. Too slowly, and a larger number of iterations, and therefore samples
if Monte-Carlo sampling is used, are required. In the current work, a geometric
schedule is typically applied. This involves multiplying the temperature by some
fixed factor every few iterations. For the various applications within this work,
the specific annealing schedule is provided with each. A minimum temperature is
often also employed to insure that the solutions do not become delta functions.
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Figure 1: Peaks function.
An advantage of casting the problem directly in terms of the Maxent Lagrangian is that the explicit annealing schedule can be avoided. For example,
the saddle point of the Lagrangian can be found by performing steepest ascent
of L in the Lagrange parameter T while performing a descent in q. This type of
approach was implemented in [39]. The opportunity to include other techniques
from gradient based optimization [41] is also possible.

3.2

Example for a Continuous Problem

A simple two variable continuous problem is solved to show the various aspects
of the continuous domain solution method. The function is shown in Figure 1,
which consisted of several Gaussian peaks. The objective function was given by,
2

G(x, y) = 3(1 − x)2 e−x −(y+1)

2

(12)
−x2 −y2

− 10(x/5 − x3 − y5 )e
2

2

− 1/3e−(x+1) −y .
This is also known as the Peaks function in MATLAB. Note that, for uniform
initial probability distributions, variable x can not see the global minimum until
variable y changes its distribution away from uniform. As a result, cooperation
was required between the variables to find the optimum.
Nearest Newton was used form this problem, with the parameter settings as
listed in Table 1. While these values resulted in consistent convergence, they may
not be the most efficient. For example, other values may result in fewer total
function calls. The probability densities were represented using the trapezoidal
approach with 200 points.
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Figure 2: Convergence history of the objective for the Peaks function.
The overall convergence is consistent, as indicated by Figure 2. The two plots
show the convergence of the sample average and the objective value at the maximum probability. The histories over 10 runs were averaged with error bars showing the minimum and maximum deviations. The convergence of the variables is
shown in Figure 3. The results indicated that the technique quickly and consistently found the minimum, typically within 30 iterations. Although a small test
problem, the quick convergence here with only 10 Monte-Carlo samples per iteration illustrated the potential of the approach.
The converged sample average was typically slightly above the optimum in
Figure 2 because of the moderate lower bound on the temperature. A nonzero
final temperature resulted in probability distributions that were centered about the
optimum with some probability mass at less optimum values. As a result, when
Samples per iteration
Initial temperature, T o
Final temperature, T f
Annealing rate
Step size, α
Data aging rate, γ
Variable ranges

10
1
5 × 10−2 × E[G]
0.25 every 10 iterations
0.1
0.5
[-3, 3]

Table 1: Parameter settings for Peaks optimization.
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Figure 3: Convergence history of the variables for the Peaks function.
sampled, sometimes values slightly away from the optimum were obtained, reducing the overall average relative to the optimum. This is clear from Figure 4,
which shows the converged probability distributions. This figure also illustrates
another advantage of the approach, the sensitivity of the objective to each of the
variables. Since the converged probabilities are related to the expected utilities
through Eq. 7, given the probabilities q x (x), the expected utility, E(g x |x) is obtained.
The performance of the approach was dependent upon the updating of the
temperature T and the regression window widths τ x and τy . The corresponding
parameter histories for the Peaks optimizations are shown in Figure 5. While the
temperature primarily followed its assigned schedule, the regression widths were
updated automatically. As a result, smooth updates were obtained that closely
reflected the convergence of the optimization.

3.3

Summary of Performance on Larger-Scale Problems

The approach has also been implemented on a number of larger-scale problems.
In Bieniawski [9], the Probability Collectives approach using Nearest Newton was
applied to three different problem domains: discrete (El Farol Bar Problem), discrete constrained (Bin-Packing), and constraint satisfaction (N-Queens). The performance was compared to a distributed reinforcement learning algorithm iden-
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Figure 4: Final probability distributions for Peaks function.

Figure 5: Parameter history for the Peaks function.
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tical to Parallel Brouwer updating. This approach was at the core of the earlier
COIN work, and the comparisons illustrated the improved performance, continued
benefits of private utilities, and the extensions to constrained problems obtained
with Probability Collectives. Antoine [11] applied the approach to aircraft routing, a constrained integer programming problem. The approach solved instances
involving 129 variables and 184 constraints. Bieniawski [42] compared the performance of the different updating schemes, Serial Brouwer, Parallel Brouwer, and
Nearest Newton on many instances of the Bin Packing Problem. Solutions within
1 bin of optimal were found for perfect packing problems involving 60 agents and
60 possible moves. Larger variants were also examined. Several variants of Serial
Brouwer were investigated, including ones that attempted to reduce the cost of private utility evaluation. Nearest Newton proved to have the best performance of the
approaches considered. A subset of these results are repeated later in this section.
Bieniawski [10] investigated several aerospace related optimization problems, including a discrete structural sizing problem and a trajectory optimization. The
latter results are repeated later in this section. The former addressed the 10-bar
truss, a canonical discrete structural sizing problem. Macready [39] applied the
solution approach to the canonical constraint satisfaction problem, k-Sat. Private
utilities exploited the sparsity structure of the problem and enabled a completely
distributed, analytical solution. Hard variants with 100 variables and 430 constraints were solved.

3.4

Discrete Optimization: Bin Packing Problem

The proposed approach was applied to several variants of the bin packing problem
in order to explore its application to discrete constrained optimization problems.
The bin packing problem consists of assigning N items of differing sizes into the
smallest number of bins each with capacity c. For the current study instances were
chosen which have a designed minimum number of bins [43] and were obtained
from the OR-Library [44]. The instances consisted of 60 items to be packed in
groups of three into 20 bins each of capacity 100. Since in general the minimum
number of bins is not known, the move space of the agents was set to the number
of items. The objective function for the optimization was selected as:
 PN
|xi |
if xi ≤ c
G = Pi=1
(13)
N
|x
−
c|
if
xi > c
i=1 i
where xi is the total size of the items in bin i. Two approaches were explored to
enforce the constraint on the number of bins: i) adding a quadratic penalty to the
objective or ii) using the constraint augmented approach. For the latter constraints
were added on the bin levels, xi ≤ c for all i.
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Figure 6: Comparing RL and PD theory methods for the bin packing problem.
Figure 6 shows the comparison between all three results. The first plot shows
the average number of bins over the optimum, the second the number of bins over
capacity, and the third plot the average objective function. Note that the unique
optimum is no bins over the optimum and no bins over capacity. While Brouwer
results in fewer bins it also results in more overfilled bins. In addition, the usage
of the overfilled bins is much poorer than the Newton based schemes, as indicated
by the average objective (lower is better). Both Newton schemes obtain similar
average objectives, with the constrained version enforcing the capacity constraints
by using extra bins.

3.5

Collectives for Control: Application to Stochastic Collocation

Collocation is an optimization approach for systems that include a time-domain
simulation, such as control synthesis. In contrast to integrating the equations of
motion at each iteration for a set of the design variables, in collocation the opti20

mization iteratively solves the simulation along with the design variables. The result is a much larger optimization problem, as the numerical integration in the simulation is replaced by constraints in the optimization. The advantage is a smooth,
well-posed, and, most importantly, sparse optimization, even for problems that
involve significant nonlinearities. This approach has typically found application
in spacecraft and rocket trajectory problems [45], but it has also been applied to
coupled design of an aircraft and its control laws [46].
For example, control design can be formulated as the following optimization
problem,
minimize:
with respect to:
subject to:
where:

h(x),
x and K,
ẋ = f (x, u),
u = g(x, K).

The objective function h, control policy g, and system dynamics f can be arbitrary. Numerous techniques are used to approximate the system dynamics to
obtain constraint equations in a form compatible with an optimizer [46]. The key
advantage is that, although the problem size is now much larger since it includes
the system states x, it is sparse. The collectives approach can solve this optimization efficiently by exploiting the sparse nature of the problem using a private
utility. There is also the potential for collectives to extend collocation methods to
account for noise and disturbances.
To illustrate the collectives approach applied to collocation, a classical calculus of variations problem, the Brachistochrone [47, 48], is solved. The objective is
to find the minimum-time trajectory between two points for an object moving only

Figure 7: The Brachistochrone problem.
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under the influence of gravity, Figure 7. Following [47] the objective function is:
Z x2 ,y2
G = t12 =
f dx,
x1 ,y1

where
f = (1 + (dy/dx)2 )1/2 (2gy)1/2 .
Although this problem can be solved analytically, it provides a useful benchmark
for evaluating optimization methods. To apply optimization techniques, variables
are defined as the vertical location of points along the trajectory. The integral
and the derivatives in the objective function are then approximated using these
locations. A trapezoidal approximation is made to the integral at N points and
a central finite difference is used for the derivative. This results in the following
optimization problem,
min G =
~y


∆x 
f0 + 2 f1 + ... + 2 fN − 1 + 2 fN ,
2

where, for the interior points,
fi = (1 + [

1
(yi+1 − yi−1 ]2 )1/2 (2gyi )1/2 .
2∆x

(14)

For the boundary points, f0 and fN , forward or backward approximations are used
for the derivatives.
This optimization was solved by a commercially available gradient based optimizer [49] and by the collectives approach. Collectives are particularly applicable
to objectives such as Eqn. 14 due to sparse interactions between the agents representing the variables. The objective was a sum of contributions, a structure for
which a private utility can be developed. Since the individual contributions to the
objective fi were only functions of a single variable and its neighbors, a suitable
private utility was
∆x 
2 fi−1 (yi−2 , yi−1 , yi )
2
+ 2 fi (yi−1 , yi , yi+1 )

+ 2 fi+1 (yi , yi+1 , yi+2 ) .

gi (yi−2 , yi−1 , yi , yi+1 , yi+2 ) =

(15)

Eqn. 15 was used for the interior agents, while similar private utilities were obtained for the first and last agents. Note that this private utility has no bias since
it includes all the dependencies of the objective upon agent i. This type of private
utility scales well with increasing numbers of agents since the number of dependencies for each agent remains constant. Since the dependencies were known,
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only the other agents’ probabilities, indicated in Eqn. 15, were required to evaluate the expectations. This suggested two possible variants of the collectives approach. The only difference between the variants is the calculation of the expected
utilities. First, sampling could be used as before, but with the agents passing their
moves directly to one another so they can be evaluated according to Eqn. 15. This
is also equivalent to having all the agents pass their moves to a centralized entity
that computes the various contributions to the objective fi . Each agent then knows
that it contributes to its own fi and to its neighbors, fi−1 and fi+1 , using the sum of
these three as its private utility. For the agents located on the edges, appropriate
modifications are made. Second, the agents could pass their probability distributions to one another, which can then be integrated along with Eqn. 15 to obtain
the expected private utilities. This variant is now deterministic, since no sampling
is involved. Results for the second approach are shown here. See [40, 10] for the
results for the first approach.
If the agents share their probability distributions each agent now computes its
conditional expected utility exactly. Figure 8 compares the iteration history for
the different solution approaches with this implementation. The left plot shows
the objective function, while the right shows the convergence criteria. The criteria
used here is the 2-norm of the change in the probability distributions between
iterations. The convergence of the various approaches look very similar, and are
very rapid. Serial Brouwer converged the fastest, with Parallel Brouwer finding
a better optimum slightly faster than Nearest Newton. Serial Brouwer performed
better since the agents performed their updates in sequence, rather than all at once
as with Parallel Brouwer or Nearest Newton. As a result, the agent being updated
received the most recent information from its just updated upstream neighbor.
This can be implemented at no extra cost since, with no sampling, they were
computationally equivalent.
The optimal trajectories for this variant are compared with the gradient-based
and analytical solutions in Figure 9. There is no appreciable difference between
the discretized trajectories. The converged probability distributions for the agents
are shown in Figure 10. The figure shows the probability distributions across possible Y values for the agents versus their position X. The distributions provide sensitivity information through their relationship to the objective via the Boltzmann
distribution, Eqn. 7. This was obtained without additional computational cost.
The figure illustrates the higher importance of the agents closest to the starting
and ending points. This partially explains differences seen between the optimal
trajectories for the sampled variant. From Figure 10 it is evident that the objective
was less sensitive to the positions in the middle of the trajectory. As a result, the
optimizer was slower to obtain the optimal values for these positions.
Another advantage of this approach, which still remains to be explored, is
the ability to treat stochastic boundary conditions. Since these types of bound23

Figure 8: Convergence history for Brachistochrone without sampling.

Figure 9: Final trajectories for the Brachistochrone without sampling.
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Figure 10: Converged probability distributions for the Brachistochrone.
ary conditions are typically represented as probability distributions, they can be
incorporated as additional agents whose probabilities are not updated. These distributions could even be provided as needed by other agents to remove the need
for sampling.

4

Immediate Sampling Theory

We now move on to immediate sampling PC. Like delayed sampling PC, it involves updating a probability distribution based on samples of that distribution.
But unlike delayed sampling PC, in immediate sampling there are no restrictions
on the class of probability distributions being considered.

4.1

Monte Carlo Optimization

Consider the problem
Z
(P1) :

argminφ∈Φ

dw U(w, φ).

where even if we know the analytic form of U(., .), we cannot analytically perform
the minimization. Monte Carlo Optimization (MCO) [50] is a computational way
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to search for the solution of (P1). In MCO we use importance sampling to rewrite
the integral in (P1) as
Z
Z
U(w, φ)
.
dw U(w, φ) =
dw v(w)
v(w)
Z
,
dw v(w)rv,U,w (φ),
(16)
for some sampling distribution v, where it is assumed that we can evaluate v(w) for
any w, up to an overall normalization constant.. Following the usual importance
sampling procedure, we then IID sample v to form a sample set {U(wi , .) : i =
1, . . . N}. These specify a set of N sample functions from φ → R:
ri (φ) , rv,U,wi (φ).
In MCO, these N functions are used in combination with any prior information
to estimate the solution to (P1). Conventionally, this is done by approximating the
solution to (P1) with the solution to the problem
X
(P2) :
argminφ
ri (φ)
i

which can often be carried out computationally. We will use the term naive MCO
to refer to solving (P2) this way.
R
P
Note that even though i ri (φ) is an unbiased estimate of dw U(w,
R φ) for any
fixed φ, its minimizer over all φ is not an unbiased estimate of minφ∈Φ dw U(w, φ).
This is because searching for the minimizing
φ introduces bias; the minimizer over
R
P
P
φ of i ri (φ) is less than minφ∈Φ dwR U(w, φ). Accordingly argminφ i ri (φ) is
typically a poor estimate of argminφ∈Φ dw U(w, φ). This suggest that
R one should
use some other technique than naive MCO to estimate argminφ∈Φ dw U(w, φ).
In particular, one might want to introduce some variance in the estimator if doing
so sufficiently reduces the bias.

4.2

Naive Immediate Sampling

We now show how to cast the immediate sampling optimization problem as an
instance of MCO. Use importance sampling to write the integral transform con-
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sidered in immediate sampling, Eq. (1), as
Z
FG (qθ ) ,
dxdg P(g | x, G )F(g, qθ (x))
R
Z
dg P(g | x, G )F(g, qθ (x))
=
dx h(x)
h(x)
Z
F(g, qθ (x))
=
dxdg h(x)P(g | x, G )
h(x)
(17)
Z
,

dx h(x)rP(g|x,G ),h (θ).

(18)

where we call h(x) the sampling distribution.
We form a sample set of N pairs D1 ≡ {xi , gi } by IID sampling the distribution
h(x)P(g | x, G ) in the integrand of Eq. 17. (That sampling is the ‘immediate’
Monte Carlo process.) Note that D1 is equivalent to a set of N sample functions
from θ to R:
rhi (xi , θ) ,

F(gi , qθ (xi ))
: i = 1, . . . N.
h(xi )

In the simplest version of immediate sampling, we use the functions rhi (xi , θ),
together with our prior knowledge (if any), to estimate the θ that minimizes FG (qθ ).
As an example, not using any prior knowledge, we could estimate FG (qθ ) for any
θ as
P i i
Z
i rh (x , θ)
dx h(x)rP(g|x,G ),h (θ) ≈
.
(19)
N
For any θ, this estimate is both an unbiased estimate of FG (qθ ) and the maximum
likelihood estimate of FG (qθ ). Moreover, in the usual way with importance sampling, for a well-chosen sampling distribution this estimate will be quite accurate.
Accordingly, to estimate the θ that minimizes FG (qθ ) we could simply search for
P
the θ that minimizes i rhi (xi , θ).5 However this procedure is essentially an example of naive MCO. So in particular, it would be expected to suffer from the bias
problems discussed in Sec. 4.1.
5

P
In practice, it may make sense to divide the sum in Eq. 19 by i 1/h(xi ), to reduce the
variance of our estimate, and then find the θ that optimizes that ratio of sums, rather than the θ
that just optimizes the numerator term [see 51]. For example, this can be helpful when one uses
cross-validation to set β, as described below.
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4.3

Parametric Machine Learning

Parametric Machine Learning (PL) is a well-developed field with techniques for
both supervised and unsupervised parametric learning. Broadly speaking, it seeks
the solution to problems of the form
Z
(P3) :
argminξ∈Ξ dx P(x)R x (ξ).
for some appropriate space x, parameter set Ξ, and function R.
For example in supervised learning, x = (x1 , x2 ) where x1 is the “input variable” and x2 is the “output variable”, a “test set” is formed by sampling P(x),
there is a real-valued “loss function” L(x2 , x20 ), and we are interested in finding the
parameter ξ that minimizes
Z

(20)
dx P(x1 )P(x2 | x1 )L( fξ (x1 ), x2 )
over some parameterized set of “data fits”, { fξ } : x1 → x2 . This is of the form (P3)
if we define R x (ξ) , L( fξ (x1 ), x2 ).
To perform the minimization in (P3), in PL we have a “training set” comprising N values. For example, in standard supervised learning, the training set is
N pairs (x1i , x2i ) formed by IID sampling P(x). Although not usually viewed this
way, the training set can be re-expressed as a set of N functions from Ξ → R,
D ≡ {R xi (ξ)}.
One approach to this minimization would first make the maximum likelihood
estimate
Z
1X
R xi (ξ),
dx P(x)R x (ξ) ≈
N i
1X i
,
R (ξ).
(21)
N i
One would then solve for the ξ minimizing the sum, and use this as an approximation to the solution to P3. In practice, though, this procedure is seldom used diP
rectly: although the approximation inR Eq. 21 is unbiased for any fixed ξ, minξ i Ri (ξ)
is not an unbiased estimate of minξ dx P(x)R x (ξ). (This phenomenon is called
“over-fitting”.) Therefore in PL this approximation is modified, to incorporate
bias-reduction techniques.6
6

Note that most sampling theory analysis of PL does not directly consider the biases and variances of the separate Monte Carlo estimators for each ξ. Rather, it considers a different type of bias
and variance — the bias and variance of an entire algorithm that chooses a ξ based on associated
MC estimates of expected loss. See [52] for a discussion of the relation between the two types of
bias and variance.
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MCO PL
w
x
φ
ξ
v(w)
P(x)
rv,w (φ) R x (ξ)
rvi (φ) Ri (ξ)
Table 2: Correspondence between variables in PL and MCO.

4.4

PL Equals MCO

The preceding analysis suggests that the general MCO problem of extrapolation
from a sample set of empirical functions to minimize the integral of Eq. 16 is
identical to the general PL problem of extrapolation from a training set of empirical functions to minimize the integral in (P3). To establish this formally, make the
identifications in Table 2, which result in the integrals in Eq. 16 and (P3) becoming
identical.
This correspondence formally establishes that just as direct minimization of
Eq. 21 is biased, naive MCO will be biased. However in PL many techniques have
been found for addressing this problem of bias, and more generally for finding
the optimal fit. These include in particular regularization (to reduce bias), crossvalidation (to set hyperparameters of the regularization), bagging, and stacking.
The correspondence of Table 2 shows how to apply these PL techniques to
MCO rather than PL, and thereby improve on naive MCO. Since immediate sampling is just a special case of MCO, we can also apply such PL techniques to
improve naive immediate sampling PC. Many experiments have validated the fast
optimization of such immediate sampling. In the next subsection we summarize a
few of them.

5

Immediate Sampling Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the application of PL to immediate-sampling PC
for unconstrained optimization of both deterministic and nondeterministic functions P(g | x, G ) over real-valued x’s. We first describe our choice of FG , which
will be pq KL distance. Next, as an illustrative example, we apply immediate
sampling for this choice to an extremely simple optimization problems, where the
objective P(g | x, G ) is deterministic, simply being a 2-D quadratic function. Subsequently, we apply it to deterministic and stochastic versions of two well-known
unconstrained optimization benchmarks, the Rosenbrock function and the Woods
function.
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In going through these examples we highlight the use of PL techniques to
enhance optimizer performance. In particular, we show that cross-validation for
regularization yields a performance improvement of an order of magnitude. We
then show that cross-validation for model-selection results in improved performance, especially in the early stages of the algorithm. We also show that bagging
can yield significant improvements in performance.

5.1

Minimizing pq KL Distance

As described in Sec. 2.1, a good choice of objective function for delayed sampling PC is qp KL distance where p is the Boltzmann distribution over G values,
p(x) ∝ exp(−G(x)/T ). This qp KL distance distance can also be formulated as
the objective FG of immediate sampling, by choosing
F(g, qθ (x)) , gqθ (x) + qθ (x)ln[q(x)]/T
(cf. Eq. (1).) However in immediate sampling, rather than use the qp KL distance
for this choice of Boltzmann p, it is typically better to use the pq KL distance,
!
Z
p(x)
KL(pkq) =
dx p(x) ln
q(x)
as discussed in [26]. (The immediate sampling objective function can be formulated as this KL distance by choosing F(g, q(x)) , exp(−g/T )ln[q(x)], up to
an irrelevant q-independent overall multiplicative constant and an irrelevant qindependent additive constant.)
It is easy to show that when there are no restrictions on q, pq KL distance is
minimized (to 0) by taking p = q. However, because we have a finite amount of
data, we want to restrict q to some subset of all distributions. We then parametrize
elements of that class by θ, and write elements of the class as qθ . So minimizing pq
KL distance is equivalent to the following cross-entropy minimization problem:
R
minimize over θ R− dx p(x) ln (qθ (x)) ,
(22)
where
dx qθ (x) = 1,
qθ (x) ≥ 0 ∀x.
5.1.1

Gaussian Densities

If qθ is log-concave in its parameters θ, the minimization problem (22) is a convex
optimization problem. In particular, consider the case where X = Rn , and qθ is
a multivariate Gaussian density, with mean µ and covariance Σ, parametrized as
follows,
!
(x − µ)T Σ−1 (x − µ)
1
exp −
,
qµ,Σ (x) =
(2π)n/2 |Σ|1/2
2
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then the optimal parameters are given by matching first and second moments of p
and qθ .
R
µ? = R dx x p(x),
Σ? =
dx (x − µ? )(x − µ? )T p(x).
It is easy to generalize this to the case where X ⊂ Rn , by making a suitable modification to the definition of p. This is described in Sec. 5.2.1.
5.1.2

Immediate Sampling with a Single Gaussian

Using importance sampling, we can convert the cross-entropy integral in Eq. 22
to a sum over data points, as follows.

1 X p(xi ) 
i
ln
q
(x
)
,
θ
N D h(xi )
where D is the data set {(xi , gi )}, i = 1, . . . , N. This sets up the minimization
problem for immediate sampling for pq KL distance.
minimize

−

X p(xi ) 

i
ln
q
(x
)
.
θ
h(xi )
D

(23)

Denote the likelihood ratios by si = p(xi )/h(xi ). Differentiating Eq. 23 with respect to the parameters µ and Σ−1 and setting them to zero yields the following
formulas:7 ,8
P i i
sx
?
µ = PD i
s
P Di i
?
i
? T
D s (x − µ )(x − µ )
P i
Σ? =
Ds
5.1.3

Mixture Models

The single Gaussian is a fairly restrictive class of models. Mixture models can
significantly improve flexibility, but at the cost of convexity of the KL distance
minimization problem. However, a plethora of techniques from supervized learning, in particular the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm, can be applied
with minor modifications.
7

As one would expect, in the infinite-data limit these formulas are identical to the momentmatching results for the full-blown integral case.
8
Note that these formulas resemble those for MAP density estimation, often used in supervised
learning to find the MAP parameters of a distribution from a set of samples. The difference in
this case is that each sample point is weighted by the likelihood ratio si , and is equivalent to
‘converting’ samples from h to samples from p.
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Suppose qθ is a mixture of M Gaussians, that is, θ = (µ, Σ, φ) where φ is
the mixing p.m.f, we can view the problem as one where a hidden variable z
decides which mixture component each sample is drawn from. We then have the
optimization problem
X p(xi ) 

i i
minimize −
ln
q
(x
,
z
)
.
θ
i)
h(x
D
Following the standard EM procedure, we multiply and divide the quantity inside
the logarithm by some Qi (zi ), where Qi is a distribution over the possible values
of zi . As before, let si be the likelihood ratio of the i’th sample.


i i 
X
X

q
(x
,
z
)
θ
i
i

minimize −
s ln 
Qi (z )
i) 
Q
(z
i
i
D
z

Then using Jensen’s inequality, we can take Qi outside the logarithm to get a
lower bound. To make this lower bound tight, choose Qi (zi ) to be the constant
p(zi |xi ). Finally, differentiating with respect to µ j , Σ−1
j and φ j gives us the EM-like
algorithm:
E-step: For each i, set Qi (zi ) = p(zi |xi ),
that is,
wij = qµ,Σ,φ (zi = j|xi ), j = 1, . . . , M.
P i i i
D wjs x
M-step: Set
µj = P i i ,
ws
P D i ji i
i
T
D w j s (x − µ j )(x − µ j )
Σj =
,
P i i
D wjs
P i i
D wjs
φj = P i ,
Ds
Since this is a nonconvex problem, one typically runs the algorithm multiple times
with random initializations of the parameters.

5.2

Implementation Details

In this section we describe the implementation details of an iterative immediatesampling PC algorithm that uses the Gaussian mixture models described in the
previous section to minimize pq KL distance to a Boltzmann target parametrized
by β ≡ 1/T . We also describe the modification of a variety of techniques from
parmetric learning that significantly improve performance of this algorithm. An
overview of the procedure is presented in Algorithm 1.
5.2.1

Example: Quadratic G(x)
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Algorithm 1 Overview of pq minimization using Gaussian mixtures
1: Draw uniform random samples on X
2: Initialize regularization parameter β
3: Compute G(x) values for those samples
4: repeat
5:
Find a mixture distribution qθ to minimize sampled pq KL distance
6:
Sample from qθ
7:
Compute G(x) for those samples
8:
Update β
9: until Termination
10: Sample final qθ to get solution(s).
Consider the 2-D box X = {x ∈ R2
Consider a simple quadratic on X,
G Q (x) = x12 + x22 + x1 x2 ,

|

kxk∞ < 1}.

x ∈ X.

The surface and contours of this simple quadratic on X
are shown in Fig. 11. Also shown are the corresponding
Boltzmann target distributions pβ on X, for β = 2, 10
and 50. As can be seen, as β increases, pβ places increasing probability mass near the optimum of G(x),
Figure 11: Quadratic
leading to progressively lower E pβ G(x). Also note that
β
G(x) and associated
since G(x) is a quadratic, p (x) ∝ exp(−βG(x)) is a
Gaussian targets
Gaussian, restricted to X and renormalized. We now
‘fit’ a Gaussian density qθ to the Boltzmann pβ by minimizing KL(pβ kqθ ), for a sequence of increasing values of β. Note that qθ is a
distribution over R2 , and G Q is not defined everywhere in R2 . Therefore, we extend the definition of G Q to all of R2 as follows.
( 2
x1 + x22 + x1 x2 ,
x ∈ X.
G Q (x) =
∞
otherwise.
Now pβ = 0 for all x < X, and the integral for KL distance can be reduced to
an integral over X. This means that samples outside X are not considered in our
computations.
5.2.2

Constant β

First, we fix β = 5, and run a few iterations of the PC algorithm. To start with, we
draw N j = 30 samples from the uniform distribution on X. The best-fit Gaussian
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is computed using the immediate sampling procedure outlined in the preceding
section. At each successive iteration, N j = 30 more samples are drawn from the
current qθ and the algorithm proceeds. A total of 6 such iterations are performed.
The 90% confidence ellipsoids corresponding to pβ (heavy line) and the iterates
of qθ (thin line) are shown in Fig. 12. Also shown are the corresponding values of
Eqθ G(x), computed using the sample mean of G Q (x) for 1000 samples of x drawn
from each qθ , and KL(pβ kqθ ), computed as the sample mean of ln(pβ (x)/qθ (x)) for
1000 samples of x drawn according to pβ .

(a) Constant β: Confidence ellipsoids

(b) Constant β: KL distance and expected G

(c) Varying β: Confidence ellipsoids

(d) Varying β: KL distance and expected G

Figure 12: PC iterations for quadratic G(x).

5.2.3

Varying β

Next, we change β between iterations, in the ‘update β’ step shown in algorithm(1). With the same algorithm parameters, we start with β = 10, and at
each iteration, we use a multiplicative update rule β ← kβ β, for some constant
kβ > 1, in this case, 1.5. As the algorithm progresses, the increasing β causes the
target density pβ to place increasing probability mass on regions with low G(x),
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as shown in Fig. 11. Since the distributions qθ are best-fits to p, successive iterations will generate lower Eqθ G(x). The 90% confidence ellipsoids and evolution
of Eqθ G(x) and KL distance are shown in Fig. 12.
5.2.4

Cross-validation to Schedule β

In more complex problems, it may be difficult to find a good value for the β update ratio kβ . However, we note that the objective KL(pβ kqθ ) can be viewed as
a regularized version of the original objective, Eqθ [G(x)]. Therefore, we use the
standard PL technique of cross-validation to pick the regularization parameter β
from some set {β}.
More precisely, at each iteration, we partition the data set D of all samples
{(xi , gi } found so far, into training and test data sets, indicated by DT and DV
respectively. Then for each β in some candidate set {β}, we find the optimal parameters θ? (β) using only the training data DT . Next, we test the associated qθ? (β)
on the test data DV using the following performance measure.
X qθ (xi )G(xi )
b
g(θ) =

h(xi )

DV

X qθ (xi )
DV

,

(24)

h(xi )

The objective b
g(θ) is an estimate9 of the unregularized objective Eqθ [G(x)]. Finally, we set β? = arg minβ∈{β} b
g(θ? (β)), and compute θ? (β? ) using all the data D.
Note that the whole cross-validation procedure is carried out without any more
calls to the oracle G .
We demonstrate the functioning of cross-validation on the well-known Rosenbrock problem in two dimensions, given by
GR (x) = 100(x2 − x12 )2 + (1 − x1 )2 ,
over the region X = {x ∈ R2 | kxk∞ < 4}. The optimum value of 0 is achieved
at x = (1, 1). The details of the cross-validation algorithm used are presented in
Algorithm 2. For this experiment, we choose
maxExtIter =
Nj =

4,
k1 =
10, nβ =

0.5, k2 =
5,
K=

9

2,
10.

The reason for dividing by the sum of q(xi )/h(xi ) is as follows. If the training data is such
that no probability mass is placed on the test data, the numerator of b
gqθ is 0, regardless of the
parameters of qθ . In order to avoid this peculiar problem, we divide by the sum of q(xi )/h(xi ), as
desribed by (author?) [51].
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Algorithm 2 Cross-validation for β.
Initialize interval extension count extIter = 0, and maxExtIter and β0 ..
repeat
At β = β0 , consider the interval ∆β = [k1 β0 , k2 β0 ].
Choose {β} be a set of nβ equally-spaced points in ∆β.
Partition the data into K random disjoint subsets.
for each fold k, do
Training data is the union of all but the kth data partitions.
Test data is the kth partition.
for βi in {β}, do
Use training data to compute optimal parameters θ? (βi , DTk ).
Use test data to compute held-out performance b
g(θ? (βi , DVk )), from
Eq. 24.
end for
end for
g(θ? (βi , DVk )).
Compute average held-out performance, g(βi ), of b
Fit a quadratic Q(β) in a least-squares sense to the data (βi , g(βi )).
if Q is convex then
Set optimum regularization parameter β? = arg minβ∈∆β Q(β).
else
Fit a line L(β) in a least-squares sense to the data (βi , g(βi )).
Choose β? = arg minβ∈∆β L(β).
end if
Increment extIter
Update β0 ← β?
until extIter > maxExtIter or Q is convex.
The histories of EqG(x) and β are shown in Fig. 13. Also shown are plots of
the fitted Q(β) at iterations 8 and 15. As can be seen, the value of β sometimes
decreases from one iteration to the next, which can never happen in any fixed
multiplicative update scheme.
We now demonstrate the need for an automated regularization scheme, on
another well-known test problem in R4 , the Woods problem, given by
Gwoods (x) = 100(x2 − x1 )2 + (1 − x1 )2 + 90(x4 − x32 )2 + (1 − x3 )2
+10.1[(1 − x2 )2 + (1 − x4 )2 ] + 19.8(1 − x2 )(1 − x4 ).
The optimum value of 0 is achieved at x = (1, 1, 1, 1). We run the PC algorithm
50 times with cross-validation for regularization. For this experiment, we used a
single Gaussian q, and set
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(a) EqG(x) history.

(b) β history.

(c) Fit Q(β), iteration 8.

(d) Fit Q(β), iteration 15.

Figure 13: Cross-validation for β: 2-D Rosenbrock G(x).
maxExtIter =
Nj =

4,
k1 =
20, nβ =

0.5, k2 =
5,
K=

3,
10.

From these results, we then attempt to find the best-fit multiplicative update rule
for β, only to find that the average β variation is not at all well-approximated by
any fixed update β ← kβ β. This poor fit is shown in Fig. 14, where we show a
least-squares fit to both β and log(β). In the fit to log(β) the final β is off by over
100%, and in the fit to β, the initial β is off by several orders of magnitude. We
then compare the performance of cross-validation to that of PC algorithm using
the fixed update rule derived from the best least-squares fit to log(β). From a comparison over 50 runs, we see that using this best-fit update rule performs extremely
poorly - cross-validation yields an improvement in final Eqθ G(x) by over an order
of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 15.
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(a) Least-squares fit to β:

(b) Least-squares fit to log(β):

Figure 14: Best-fit β update rule.

(a) log(EqG) history.

Figure 15: Cross-validation beats best-fit fixed β update: 4-D Woods G(x).
5.2.5

Bagging

While regularization is a method to decrease bias, bagging is a well-known variancereducing technique. Bagging is easily incorporated in our algorithm. Suppose, at
some stage in the algorithm, we have N samples (xi , gi ), we resample our existing
data set exactly N times with replacement. This gives us a different set of data set
D0 , which also contains some duplicates. We compute optimal parameters θ? (D0 ).
We repeat this resampling process kb times and uniformly average the resulting
optimal densities qθ? (D0k ) , k = 1, . . . , kb .
We demonstrate this procedure, using the Rosenbrock function and a single
Gaussian qθ . In this experiment, we also demonstrate the ability of PC to handle
non-deterministic oracles by adding uniform random noise to every function evaluation, that is, (g | x, G) ∼ U[−0.25, 0.25]. For this experiment, N j = 20, kb = 5.
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The β update is performed using the same cross-validation algorithm described
above. Fig. 16 shows the results of 50 runs of the PC algorithm with and without
bagging. We see that bagging finds better solutions, and moreover, it reduces the

Figure 16: Bagging improves performance: Noisy 2-D Rosenbrock.
variance between runs. Note that the way we use bagging, we are only assured of
improved variance for a single MC estimation at a given θ, and not over the whole
MCO process of searching over θ.
5.2.6

Cross-validation for Regularization and Model Selection

In many problems like the Rosenbrock, a single Gaussian is a poor fit to pβ for
many values of β. In these cases, we can use a mixture of Gaussians to obtain a
better fit to pβ . This raises the question of how to choose the number of components in the mixture model. To address this, we use the fact that cross-validation
can be used more broadly than just picking the regularization parameter of the
training algorithm. It can be used to pick any set of “hyperparameters” of the
training algorithm, including the hyperparameter of what model to use.
We ran a series of experiments testing this, using a greedy algorithm based on
cross-validation to search over both a set of candidate β’s and a set of candidate
models:
1. We first pick the regularization parameter β, using Algorithm 2.
2. For that β, we use Algorithm 3 to pick the number of mixture components.
The details of our experiments are the same as the preceding section, but without bagging. The set of models {{φ}} is the set of Gaussian mixtures with one,
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Algorithm 3 Cross-validation for model selection.
Initialize the set {{φ}} of model classes {φ} to search over.
Partition the data into K disjoint subsets.
for each fold k, do
Training data is all but the kth data partitions.
Test data is the kth data partition.
for {φi } in {{φ}} do
Compute the optimal parameter set θ? (DTk ) ∈ {φi }
Compute held-out performance b
g(θ? (DVk ))
end for
Compute the sample held-out performance, g({φi }), from Eq. 24.
end for
Choose best model class {φ? } = arg minφi g({φi }).
two or three mixing components. Fig. 17 shows the variation of Eq (G) vs. iteration. The mixture model is much quicker to yield lower expected G, because the
Boltzmann at many values of β is better approximated by a mixture of Gaussians.
However, note that the mixture models performs poorly towards the end of the
run. The reason for this is as follows: No shape regularization was used during
the EM procedure. This means that the algorithm often samples from nearly degenerate Gaussians. These ‘strange’ sample sets hurt the subsequent performance
of importance sampling, and hence of the associated MCO problem. This can be
alleviated by using some form of shape regularization in the EM algorithm.

5.3

Other applications of PL techniques to immediate sampling

There are numerous other PL techniques that have been successfully applied to
immediate sampling. For example, cross-validation is a “winner-takes-all” technique; it chooses the single value of a “hyperparameter” like β that optimizes
in-sample vs. out-of-sample behavior and then uses that value to produce a single fit to some data set. As an alternative, one can use that same in-sample vs.
out-of-sample behavior to determine how best to combine the (fits generated using the) hyperparameters under consideration. This technique is known as stacking [53, 54, 55], and has been extremely successful in supervised machine learning. In [26, 27] stacking was applied for immediate sampling, and resulted in a
substantial gain in performance.
Another set of techniques is related to the use of surrogate models in conventional optimization. The general idea behind these techniques is to form a
single-valued fit to the data set D, L(x) (e.g., using regression is x is a real-valued
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Figure 17: Cross-validation for regularization and model-selection: 2-D penalty
function G(x).
vector), or more generally use D to form a fit L(g | x) to the actual conditional
distribution P(g | x, G ) (e.g., by using Gaussian processes). One could then use L
to guide the setting of qθ rather than D. The PL field of active learning in general
is closely related to this, and in particular the recent work on sampling of bandits,
e.g., with the UCB algorithm [56], is closely related, as are the technique of using
surrogate models in optimization.
Note though that L will not be a perfectly accurate model of the oracle in
general. This implies that we should not use just L to form our next qθ , in analogy
to the work on sampling of bandits, but instead form our next qθ after combining
D and L in a way that gives more credence to D. Techniques for doing this are
called fit-based MCO / immediate sampling. As an example, note that while
samples of the actual oracle G are expensive, samples of L are quite cheap. We
can exploit this is to combine D and L: pick some integer k and form the union of
k copies of the original training set D with a set of k|D| (cheap) samples of L, and
use that union rather than D as the training set for forming qθ .10
Finally, there is ongoing work exploring what the
R best choice for F is. For
example, arguably one is not interested in EqθR(G) = dx qθ (x)G(x), but rather in
expected improvement, which is defined as a dx qθ (x)G(x), where a is the best
value g found in the current data set D. This suggests several changes to the use
of qp and/or pq KL distances. Extensions of this idea are concerned not with the
probability of the possible g values produced by sampling qθ (x) once, but rather
with the probability of the best g value produced by sampling qθ (x) a total of m
10

Note that if we have knowledge concerning the gradient of G(x) at some x’s in addition to
having D’s samples of G(x), then we can use that extra knowledge to help set L. This is a way to
incorporate gradient-based information concerning the oracle into immediate sampling.
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times. (The difference is between considering mean behavior under qθ and tail
behavior under qθ .)
Even more ambitiously, one might try to account for the fact that the next samples of qθ will be used to update qθ itself. After all, it is that updated version of qθ
that will subsequently be sampled, and therefore it is the samples of that updated
version of qθ that we are truly concerned with. For example, one could imagine
doing this by “double-cross-validation”. (This more ambitious type of immediate sampling is also related to both the active learning and bandits literatures.) In
this approach D is divided into three data sets, D1 , D2 and D3 . One then trains
on D1 to form a qθ1 using a particular value of some hyperparameter like β. Next
one uses importance sampling corrections to resample D2 to get D12 , a set of unbiased samples of qθ1 . After this one trains on D1 ∪ D12 to form qθ2 . Finally, one
uses the empirical average of F(g, qθ2 across D3 to judge the quality of the initial
hyperparameter.

6

Conclusion

This article concerns “blackbox optimization” algorithms in which one iterates
the following procedure: Choose a value x ∈ X, getting statistical information
about an associated value G(x), then use the set of all pairs {(x, G(x))} found so far
to choose a next x value at which to sample G, the goal being to find x’s with as
small G(x) as possible, and to do so as fast as possible. Examples of conventional
blackbox optimization algorithms are genetic algorithms, simulated annealing,
etc. These conventional algorithms work directly with values x, stochastically
mapping the set {(x, G(x))} to the next x. The distribution over new x’s that gets
sampled is never explicitly optimized. In contrast, in the Probability Collectives
(PC) approach, one explicitly uses the set {(x, G(x))} to optimize the probability
distribution over x that will be sampled.
There are two general types of PC, “delayed sampling”, and “immediate sampling”. In delayed sampling one restricts the distribution to be a product distribution. This allows a lot of the calculation of the optimal next distribution to be done
in closed form. Delayed sampling PC is particularly well-suited to distributed optimization / control problems, where a product distribution is a natural way to
describe the problem.
In immediate sampling one instead reformulates the blackbox optimization
problem in a way that is very similar to Monte Carlo optimization. One advantage of reformulating PC this way is that it allows us to use an arbitrary class of
probability distributions, rather than being restricted to product distributions as in
delayed sampling PC. Another advantage is that the reformulation can be done
in a way that makes PC’s core issue, of how best to estimate a distribution based
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on samples, formally identical to the general problem of inductive inference considered in parametric machine learning. This formal identity allows us to apply
the many very powerful techniques that have been developed in machine learning
to the problem of blackbox optimization, thereby substantially improving performance.
This article reviewed some of the theory behind both kinds of PC. It then
presented some of the many experiments that have demonstrated the power of
both kinds of PC.
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